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For years, channels like HBO and Showtime focused primarily on delivering movies, comedy specials, and
sports events to their subscribers. But in the past few decades, the balance has shifted â€” and we, the viewers,
are the winners. HBO is frequently lauded for its high-profile, innovative TV series. Since the early s,
Showtime has created groundbreaking series that have helped shape the TV landscape. Since , Showtime has
produced more than 50 original series that have run the gamut as far as genre and tone. Here are our picks for
the 10 best original Showtime series so far. Frankenstein and his monster. Penny Dreadful brings these iconic
creepy characters together and weaves a complex, frightening narrative that always keeps viewers on their
toes. The series, created by John Logan, boasts cinematic-grade cinematography, costuming and effects. The
third season of Penny Dreadful premieres on Showtime this May. When Homeland premiered in , it received
universal acclaim for critics for its ability to build suspense and deliver a complex story and characters. And it
has been buoyed by near-perfect performances from Claire Danes as the self-destructive but brilliant CIA case
officer Carrie and Damien Lewis as the radicalized former prisoner Nick Brody. The first season was such an
enormous success, it beat out favorites like Mad Men and Breaking Bad for the drama series Emmy and
Golden Globe awards. Over the years, some fans have felt like the series lost its mojo. Critical response to the
series has been less effusive, too. But the fact remains that it has consistently been an intriguing â€” if not
always plausible â€” examination of issues that have a serious real world impact. Showtime Showtime viewers
know the network has never shied away from racier material. But this series takes the exploration of intimacy
to a new level. The Affair examines every angle of indiscretion through multiple sets of eyes. The third season
will air this fall on Showtime. Showtime A serial killer with a soul â€” or at the very least, a solid conscience.
For eight seasons, the series followed antihero Dexter Morgan Michael C. Hall , a blood spatter analyst by day
and vigilante serial killer by night okay, and also sometimes day. And it gave us a glimpse into the
psychological struggles he faced, balancing his murderous urges with his seemingly normal life. But Dead
Like Me still remains one of the most unique, engaging and exciting shows that the premium network ever
aired. And it also examined the impact that death can have on both those who leave their bodies and the loved
ones they leave behind. Macy and his six children as they attempt to navigate life with little to no direction.
The series relies â€” and thrives â€” on career-high performances from Macy and Emmy Rossum as his eldest
daughter Fiona, who constantly struggles to balance raising her siblings and trying to maintain her own sanity.
Though the premise may sound frustrating, Shameless is apt to draw you in with its layered, complex,
hilarious, and heartbreaking story. The sixth season is about to wrap up on Showtime. Showtime Television is
no stranger to hospital dramas. But for seven seasons, Nurse Jackie managed to infuse some much-needed grit
into the genre. The series followed Jackie Peyton, a smart, savvy and sometimes secretive RN in New York
City as she cared for her patients, navigated the politics of her profession, and tried to keep her personal life
from falling apart. Nurse Jackie was not only a meditation on the very real struggle of maintaining balance in
the medical profession, but also delved thoughtfully into themes of addiction. Showtime A single mother starts
a successful small business to support her family. The product she develops and sells just happens to be
marijuana. Weeds delivered on this premise for eight seasons, thanks to the creative mastery of creator Jenji
Kohan. While not always perfect, it became a hallmark series for Showtime, thanks to its inventive premise
and electric performance from Mary Louise Parker. And Weeds managed to make great comedy and drama
out of the seemingly more mundane aspects of dealing pot in suburbia, from navigating relationships with
rivals to becoming embroiled in other illicit activities. Showtime When Ray Donovan premiered in , it broke
records for Showtime. And with good reason. This thrilling crime drama delivers echoes The Godfather and
other great mob dramas, and gives the criminally underrated Liev Schreiber a chance to really sink his teeth
into a worthwhile character. The series is full of swagger, but it has a darker edge to it â€” an off-balance edge
that keeps viewers on the edge of their seats. Showtime recently renewed Ray Donovan for a fourth season.
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Duchovny starred as Hank Moody, a struggling novelist with penchant for some serious hedonism. The series
explored his ups and downs as he attempted to get his life on track and turn his career around. Californication
provided some legitimate insights into growing up long after adulthood has hit. Follow Katherine Webb on
Twitter katiedoubleyew. Check out Entertainment Cheat Sheet on Facebook! More from Entertainment Cheat
Sheet:
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The "Original Six" are the teams that made up the National Hockey League from to when the league expanded from six
to 12 teams. The name isn't really accurate, however.

The way it looks or feels in the hand. Feel free to jump into the comments with your favorite Galaxy S9 or S9
Plus tidbits. The color is deep, lustrous and changes in the light. It makes me like using the phone more. Once
I even noticed a woman in a restaurant awkwardly hold her phone to "slyly" take a picture of the phone.
Maybe I sat a little taller. The fact that Samsung now awards buyers cash back for using Samsung Pay with
certain retailers in the US for starters gives you even more reason to use it. Sifting through your customization
options can be an exhaustive pursuit, but a rewarding one if you stumble on some graphic or layout choice that
really speaks to you. You, too, can change the Galaxy S9 clock color and format. But once I did, I suddenly
felt more bonded to the S9: Here was one more telltale sign this phone belongs to me. Android is already
about customization, that being one part of the nature of the platform. And for better or for worse, no
phonemaker embraces that philosophy quite like Samsung. Discover 21 hidden Galaxy S9 features 3.
Quick-access to apps and people A tab that lives on the edge of many Galaxy phones is called the Edge
display. Swipe it open to get to a sort of shortcuts bar that you can access from any screen. This tab makes it a
constant no matter where in the phone I am. My one piece of advice: Use the space wisely. Less is more or
you wind up wasting time flipping through the Edge display. Now, instead of inventing reasons to try it out, I
began to turn to split-screen reflexively. The 5 most interesting rumors about the Samsung Galaxy Instead of
flipping tabs to grab some information, split-screen lets me refer back to the same source a couple of times
before closing it out. When I take a break from the Galaxy S9 to use another phone, this is a feature I find
myself missing. Iris scanning is secure enough to work with Samsung Pay and Android Pay, too. But my
favorite part about it is that if the scan fails the first time, you get a do-over. I wish that the iPhone X did that ,
too. Instead, you have to lock and unlock the screen or wait a loooong pause to reset. Loud, rich speakers
These Galaxy S9 and S9 Plus phones mark the first time Samsung has given a phone a second speaker. The
results largely blew us away with very loud, rich audio for voices, movies and games. While speakerphone
quality is rather deplorable and other phones, like the Razer Phone , had a more immersive effect, the Dolby
Atmos audio software inside takes advantage of the second speaker, making music, videos and games boom
when you play them aloud.
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i really enjoyed these neat and nostalgic stories of old time hockey. being from cleveland ohio, hockey fans here had an
nhl team for only a few seasons in the late 's and have missed out on so much.

It is very similar to CGMiner and has identical features. With that said, it has some special additions that
veteran Bitcoin miners will love. This mining tool is one of the most popular, and well known Bitcoin mining
tools around, and is not meant for the average user by any means. BFGMiner supports mining with multiple
devices at a time. BFGMiner has a dynamic clock feature, that can help users get the most out of their mining
hardware. BFGMiner supports lots of mining hardware. BFGMiner can automatically detect a failing mining
pool and disable it. You can also grab the source code for BFGMiner from the official website. MultiMiner
MultiMiner is a cross-platform mining tool that works on Linux. It aims to help the average person get into
cryptocurrency, while also catering to more advanced users at the same time. MultiMiner supports desktop
PCs and the three major operating systems. Users can mine for both Bitcoin and Litecoin cryptocurrencies.
MultiMiner has a mobile application component, that can be used to check the stats of your mining devices.
With the MultiMiner application, users can connect and remotely manage mining devices on the network, or
over USB. The user can shut them on and off remotely at any time. The tool has a separate stat-tracking
application for both Desktop and mobile that can be used to track your currency miners. MultiMiner has a
notification feature that suggests what coins are currently profitable. You may need to compile the Linux
version from source to use it. When installed, anyone can mine a multitude of crypto-currencies with little
effort, research or hardware investment. Minergate is easy to install and run on many different Linux
distributions, a nice change from the difficult setup many Linux mining tools have. Coins you mine within the
Minergate service can be cashed out directly from their website, rather than relying on a third-party service.
Minergate has a benchmark tool that users can run to determine if their computer can Mine, and what the
output would be. They support both Ubuntu and Fedora. Excavator is closed-source and only works with the
NiceHash service. However, considering not many mining tools out there exist for Nvidia, this application is
one to try! Excavator has support for most modern Nvidia GPUs. Low-intensity mining is supported by
NiceHash Excavator and allows the user to limit the resources that NiceHash can use. Excavator has a
benchmark feature. Easy to set up and install and use on most Linux distributions, despite being in active
development. Excavator is cross-platform and has a Windows version. Visit the Excavator release page on the
GitHub page for the Linux version. It runs in a terminal, and like the old cpuminer app, it has access to
multiple mining algorithms, which makes getting digital crypto-coins very effective! Like many of the mining
tools on this list, cpuminer-multi is cross-platform and has support for other operating systems aside from
Linux. Can mine Bitcoin, Monero and many other types of cryptocurrency. Very easy to set up, with good
documentation and has a binary release that runs on most Linux distributions. Keep in mind that you may need
to build the code yourself to use it. Each one of these programs run perfectly on the platform. Do check them
out! They will help get you into the world of mining digital coins quickly!
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The term "Original Six" started appearing in newspaper articles in , and was used to differentiate the six existing
franchises from the six new expansion teams.

Although the league peaked at ten teams between and , financial pressures led to the demise of several of
these. In , the Pittsburgh Pirates relocated to become the Philadelphia Quakers before folding in Louis Eagles
, and likewise ceased operations after one year in their new market. Those six teams are now known,
somewhat misleadingly, as the " Original Six. There was also change at the top; in February , league President
Frank Calder collapsed during a meeting, dying shortly after. When the other team owners reneged on this
promise in , Dutton resigned as league president. Campbell remained until retirement in For the first 21 years
of his presidency, the same six teams competed for the Stanley Cup; that period has been called the "golden
age of hockey". In need of a goaltender, the Bruins won a fight with the Canadiens over the services of Bert
Gardiner. Meanwhile, the Rangers were forced to lend forward Phil Watson to the Canadiens in exchange for
two players, as Watson was required in Montreal for a war job, and refused permission to play in New York.
Patrick was otherwise persuaded; however, the Rangers managed only six wins in a game schedule, giving up
goals that year. The Rangers were so desperate for players that year-old coach Frank Boucher made a brief
comeback, recording four goals and ten assists in 15 games. Five losses remains a league record for the fewest
in one season; the Canadiens did not lose a game on home ice. They were defeated in the playoffs by the
underdog Maple Leafs, who eventually won the Cup. Though rejected by Cup trustees for various reasons, in
the intervening years other teams, and leagues, attempted to challenge for the Cup. Ross and Cooper Smeaton
to grant Cup control to the NHL, thereby allowing the league to reject challenges from other leagues.
Originally called the "International Hockey Hall of Fame", its mandate was to honor great hockey players and
to raise funds for a permanent location. The first eleven honored members were inducted on April 30, The
All-Star Game remains an annual tradition. During that season, in a 9â€”1 victory over Detroit on December
28, , Richard set a single-game scoring record, scoring five goals and three assists. Opposing teams did all
they could to prevent him from reaching the goal mark: In , the league waived the customary three-year
waiting period; Richard was elected to the Hockey Hall of Fame. Television already had detractors within the
NHL, especially Campbell who declared it "the greatest menace of the entertainment world". The broadcasts
quickly became the highest-rated show on Canadian television. On that same night, Danny Gallivan made his
debut as the English language play-by-play announcer for the Canadiens. Amazed with the initial popularity of
the broadcasts, it inaugurated a game package of games the following year. In , to make the puck easier to see,
the league mandated the ice surface painted white. In , so each team was distinguishable on black and white
television, the League required home teams wear colored jerseys, and the road teams wear white. For the same
reason, teams painted the centre red line in a checkered pattern to set it apart from the solid blue lines. In , they
repeated as champions. Despite the injury, Baun returned with his ankle taped up to score the winning goal in
overtime. Beginning in â€”49 , the Red Wings went on to win seven consecutive regular season titles - a feat
no other team has accomplished. During that time, the Wings won four Stanley Cups. For the fourth game of
the finals, brothers Pete and Jerry Cusimano brought a dead octopus to the Detroit Olympia. At the time, they
reasoned the eight tentacles of an octopus represented the eight wins required to win the Stanley Cup. The
Wings had won seven consecutive playoff games, and the brothers hoped the octopus would inspire Detroit to
an eighth victory. The tradition was born, as Detroit handily defeated Montreal 3â€”0. In , at the age of 15,
Howe was invited to the Rangers player camp in Winnipeg ; but quickly became homesick and failed to
favorably impress the Rangers coaches. Hockey" recovered to start the following season, then won his first of
four consecutive scoring titles in â€” Howe was 52 years old when he retired from professional hockey.
Because his Quebec Senior Hockey League team, the Quebec Aces , matched any contract offer the Canadiens
made, Beliveau repeatedly refused to turn professional with Montreal. Ultimately, Montreal bought the entire
league outright, along with the rights to all players, and turned it professional. Playing for Montreal, Beliveau
went on to win ten Stanley Cups. To illustrate, the â€”56 Canadiens frequently scored multiple goals during
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the same two-minute powerplay. In one game against Boston, during a penalty, Beliveau scored three goals in
44 seconds. For the following season, the league instituted a rule permitting a player serving a minor penalty
to return to the ice when a goal was scored against his team. He stated "they were mean to me in places like
Detroit and New York, too. But never in Boston. They accepted me totally. All of them had class. He was
offered a tryout with the Rangers in , then a spot on their lowest minor league team. That was probably when
the Rangers decided to forget about me. Norris was also the largest shareholder in Madison Square Garden ,
giving him control over the Rangers. Dubbed the "Chicken Wings" by fans, the Hawks were famous for
fleecing fans. The Hawks also refused to broadcast road playoff games in Chicago, preferring to charge fans to
watch the games via closed-circuit television at Chicago Stadium. His argument was based around concerns
the Western Hockey League intended to operate in the near future as a major league. Jennings also hoped
inclusion of teams on the west coast would make the league truly national, and thereby, improve the chances
of returning to television in the United States as the NHL had lost its deal with CBS. While the governors did
not agree to the proposal, the topic of expansion surfaced every time the owners met subsequently. Louis as
potential sites. The league rejected bids from Baltimore, Buffalo and Vancouver. Louis was awarded a
franchise with no bid received. Prime Minister Lester B. The proposed transaction was defeated in a municipal
referendum. The Maple Leafs have not appeared in the Stanley Cup finals since. Overtime was re-introduced
in the regular â€”84 season. Rangers coach Frank Boucher proposed the neutral zone divided by a centre red
line , so teams could pass the puck out of the defensive zone into their half of the neutral zone. Formerly,
strong fore-checking pinned opponents in their own zone for minutes at a time; subsequently, teams rushed up
the ice with defencemen passing to forwards beyond the blue line. Cracking his blade during a practice and not
wanting to retrieve another, Mikita shot the puck in anger. He noticed the curve in the cracked blade caused
the puck to behave differently. Both Mikita and Bobby Hull experimented with heating and bending their stick
blade to create different curves. He later said he regretted the idea: Created by Campbell, it was meant to more
evenly distribute talent. A year-old with the St. Michaels Juveniles, Garry Monahan , was the first player
selected in the draft. Monahan remains the youngest player ever selected in an NHL draft. The Entry Draft
system did not fully replace the sponsorship system until Because its design interfered with his vision,
Benedict quickly abandoned the mask. In , Plante began wearing a mask in practice after shots from
teammates twice broke cheekbones. Teams did not dress backup goaltenders; the game was delayed 20
minutes, while doctors frantically stitched up Plante. This stance became known as the "gorilla crouch". Hall
adopted the technique as a youth when he lacked the arm strength to stop shots with his stick. The league
claimed that it was barely breaking even financially, and so could not contribute more than it did. Players on
the Pension Committee suspected otherwise, leading Lindsay and Doug Harvey of the Canadiens to
discussions on forming a union in Toronto owner Conn Smythe compared the players association to
communism: The move was widely seen as punitive, as the Hawks had finished last in the NHL every season,
save one, from until
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They had exclusive access to sporting events, and often got first pick at broadcasting movies after they left
theaters. Today, you can purchase an HBO monthly subscription â€” completely bypassing cable companies
â€” and watch their entire line-up on your phone or tablet. And while some of us still hit up HBO to catch a
movie or stand-up special, a lot of the draw for the network is its original programming. In the past couple of
decades, HBO has raised the bar for quality television. Here are the ten best drama series that HBO has ever
produced. The Wire Source: The Sopranos Source: HBO In many ways, The Sopranos is largely responsible
for turning the tide as far as television drama is considered. Game of Thrones Present Source: A fantasy series,
an epic tragedy, a story about war. In just a few seasons, showrunners D. Boardwalk Empire Source:
Throughout its five seasons on HBO, Boardwalk Empire wove historical icons like Al Capone Stephen
Graham and fascinating fictional characters like Jimmy Darmody Michael Pitt into an intricate landscape
where the mob mentality runs deep in more ways than one. Six Feet Under Source: HBO The Fisher family
runs a funeral home. While driving a hearse. The combination of tragedy, dark comedy, and cruel twists of
fate is a theme that runs throughout Six Feet Under. And that makes it one of the most refreshing and
emotionally potent drama series that HBO has ever produced. Hall, Frances Conroy, and Lauren Ambrose. For
three seasons, this rich ensemble drama followed a community in Deadwood, North Dakota as it grew from a
small struggling camp to a full-fledged incorporated town. But the most memorable characters in Deadwood
are its combination of lesser known and fictional frontiersmen and women played to perfection by Timothy
Olyphant, Ian McShane, Jim Beaver, Kim Dickens and the rest of the stellar cast. HBO In many ways, Oz was
a true trailblazer. The Leftovers â€” Current Source: HBO, with creators Damon Lindelof and Tom Perrotta,
instead took the concept and made it into an often philosophical examination of the purpose of life. But
sometimes, the quieter moments are the most compelling. They do weird really well. And when they
combined the drama of the Dust Bowl with a mythic battle between good and evil, well, yeah, it was pretty out
there. It examines destiny and free will and blends in historic lore with theology.
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The original six structure remained stable for a quarter of a century with the era ending in Now lets fast forward 76 years
where the new " business first " NHL has expanded to 32 teams.

Most fans can also correctly identify the teams that make up the Original Six: Jacques Plante â€” an Original
Six icon. But in order to understand how these teams became known as the Original Six, we need to jump in
the Wayback Machine and look at how the NHL came to be. Because the NHA constitution prohibited them
from removing Livingstone from the league, they instead voted to remove themselves from the NHA. At the
same time, they formed a new league and called it the National Hockey League. The fledgeling NHL had
some problems right out of the gate as well. The team had been having problems from the beginning, and
without an arena they disbanded permanently. The Arenas are now listed as the Stanley Cup champs their
name was added to the Cup in , but at the time they won, they still had no official nickname. Over the next 18
years, teams would join and leave the league periodicallyâ€”the NHL had as many as ten franchises during
this era. It was these six teams that went on to become known as The Original Six. But that name only took
hold after the NHL expanded in , when they added six new teams and doubled in size. The phrase gained
popularity, and soon became a household name throughout the hockey world. So there you have itâ€”the birth
of The Original Six, and how they got their name. But what about the six teams themselves? The stories
behind their names are every bit as interesting. In fact, they are older than the NHL itself. Even though they
drew many players from the NHA Toronto Blueshirts, they do not claim any Blueshirts history as their own.
After their first season , they were formally named the Toronto Arenas. The Arenas withdrew from the NHL
late next season , were renamed the Tecumsehs on December 7, and were sold to a new ownership group, who
renamed them the Toronto St. Patricks a week later. Late in the season, the team was sold againâ€”this time to
Conn Smythe, who changed the name of the team to the Toronto Maple Leafs. It was the badge that reminded
us all of our exploits and the different difficulties we got into and the different accomplishments we made. It
was a badge that meant more to us than any other badge that we could think ofâ€¦ so we chose itâ€¦ hoping that
the possession of this badge would mean something to the team that wore it and when they skated out on the
ice with this badge on their chestâ€¦ they would wear it with honour and pride and courage, the way it had
been worn by the soldiers of the first Great War in the Canadian Army. They decided on the Bruins , from an
Old English term for brown bear. The term fit very well with the initial vision of Adams, portraying the image
of an animal with strength, speed, power and cunning. The name fit in quite nicely with the proposed color
scheme as well. One of these teams was the Detroit Cougars who, despite their name, played their home
games across the border in Windsor, Ontario. In , they moved into Detroit proper and their new home in
Olympia Stadium. In , the team was bought by millionaire James Norris Sr. Norris decided that a version of
their logo was perfect for a team playing in the Motor City and on October 5, the club was renamed the Red
Wings. Instead of keeping the name Rosebuds, as Detroit did with the Cougars, he decided to rename the
team. His inspiration came from his own past. Members of his division called themselves Black Hawks in
honor of the Sauk Indian chief who sided with the British in the War of Surely, the Major felt, it would be a
fitting name for the newest entry into the National Hockey League. Before the season, team officials looking
at the original NHL contract from discovered that the team name was on the document as a single compound
word Blackhawks. Beginning in , they officially changed their name to the Blackhawks to reflect this
discovery. At the very least, it should help you during the next hockey trivia night.
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In the Beginning, There Were the Original Six Every fan knows about the fabled Original Six, because the NHL really
gives you no choice in the matter. The Hawks, Wings, Leafs, Habs, Bruins, and Rangers are the six oldest teams in the
league, and for many years they made up the entire NHL.

A few months ago, we set the record straight on five common NHL myths. So in our continuing quest for the
unvarnished truth, or at least for slightly more accurate fallacies, here are five more facts that every hockey fan
already knows â€¦ and that every hockey fan is dead wrong about. The league had plenty of other franchises
come and go during its first few decades, and spent most of that time operating with more than six teams. It
started off with four teams, and when the Montreal Wanderers disbanded halfway through the season after
their arena burned down, the league was left with just three: As the years went by, the league saw teams
appear in Quebec City and Hamilton. The Bruins were the first American team, joining the league in The
Rangers and Blackhawks followed in , as did a Detroit franchise that would eventually be renamed the Red
Wings. Louis Eagles at various points. It would stay that way until , when the league increased to 12 teams to
begin what would become known as the expansion era. Those 25 years were by far the longest stretch of time
that the NHL featured the same group of teams, and it was the era that set the stage for everything the league
would eventually become. The part about them being dumb is still a matter of some debate. So stop it with the
sick grammar burns, fans of other teams, because Toronto has this one right. We can even nail down the date:
It was the fourth time in five years the two teams had met in the playoffs, and the Leafs had won all three
previous meetings. But this time, it was going to be different, because the Senators had built their entire team
identity around finally beating the Maple Leafs. And then the game started. Lalime gave up three first-period
goals, including two brutally soft ones to Joe Nieuwendyk. The last of those came with just seconds left, and
sent the Senators to the locker room down Lalime was pulled, the Leafs held on for an easy win, and Lalime
never played another game for Ottawa. His reputation was set. Patrick Lalime, whom everyone remembers as
a playoff choker, owns the best postseason GAA of any goalie in the last plus years. Now some of that is the
dead puck era, and some is because Lalime played on strong defensive teams. But even if you sort by save
percentage instead, he only drops to fourth. The guy was good. But he picked the worst possible game to have
one bad period, and that was enough for him to become a punch line. Hockey can be a cruel sport. For a team
built on the backs of French legends like Rocket Richard, Jean Beliveau, and Guy Lafleur, it was an almost
impossibly unfair advantage. And there is some truth to the story. The league really did have a rule that gave
the Canadiens first crack at Quebec-based players. It was originally put in place in the s and s, and was later
brought back in with the debut of the amateur draft. You can find a much more detailed history here. That
includes Richard, Beliveau, and Lafleur, all of whom were acquired by traditional means. It was their GM,
Sam Pollock, who spent the better part of two decades repeatedly ripping off other teams in lopsided trades.
Some fans like it, while the rest of us are right. At least we can all agree that the losing team always gets that
guaranteed point. That one exception kicks in under a rarely seen scenario: The situation is specifically
addressed in rule My favorite part of the rule is that it even includes a clause that prevents teams from pulling
their goalies and then returning them to the ice on the fly. That sounds bizarre, but in theory, a team could pull
its goalie and then instruct him to jump back on the ice if the other team was about to score into the empty net.
I love that somebody actually thought of that loophole and made sure it was covered in the rules. As I was
reminded by advanced stats icon and shameful loser-point apologist Tyler Dellow over the weekend, the
Canucks surrendered an empty-net goal to the Oilers in an April game. The Kings also managed the feat in a
loss to the Blue Jackets. Both times, the losing team left with zero points that night, the way the hockey gods
intended it.
Chapter 8 : Home Â· Original Six Hockey
With its own lineup of original TV shows and movies, Amazon is proving to be a surprising powerhouse, with major
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award nominations and wins in the past couple years.

Chapter 9 : Best of the Best () - IMDb
Six of the best US national trails - chosen by experts Back to my routes the Upper Missouri River Breaks on the Lewis
and Clark trail, Montana.
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